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Abstract: The discussion of collective agency involves the reduction problem of the concept of a collective. Individualism and Cartesian internalism have long restricted orthodox theories and made them face the tension between an irreducible concept of a collective and ontological reductionism. Heterodox theories as functionalism and interpretationism reinterpret the concept of agency and accept it as realized on the level of a collective. In order to adequately explain social phenomena that have relations as their essence, in this paper we propose a relational, holistic account of collective agency and argue that functionalism and interpretationism can be integrated into such an account.
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1. Introduction

In the broadest sense, the term “agent” refers to those who have the ability to act. Human agency further requires the capacity of rationality and its manifestation. As the name suggests, collective agency means realizing this capacity at the collective level. The interpretation of agency involves a core concept in philosophy of action: intentionality. Similarly, at the collective level, the interpretation of collective agency involves a parallel concept: collective intentionality.

Research on collective intentionality has flourished in recent decades. Compared with the traditional social science that insists on individualism (see Popper [1]), research on collective intentionality reflects a strong tendency towards non-individualism. The work of Michael Bratman, Margaret Gilbert, Raimo Tuomela, John Searle and others has considerably broadened our horizons in social philosophy and made people generally accept that intentionality can be shared in social actions. However, in these approaches, the influence of individualism still lingers and that leads them to regard individuals as the cornerstone of the entire theoretical edifice and bearers of collective intentions. And with that, they encounter difficulties facing the tension between an irreducible concept of collective intentionality and ontological individualism.

Recently, some alters have modified the definition of agency and relaxed certain restrictions, for example that any intentional subject should meet the same physical or psychological standards as individuals do, thereby making the existence of collective agency possible. Two notable forms of realism with respect to collective agency are interpretationism (cf. Rovane [2]; Tollefsen [3]) and functionalism (cf. List and Pettit [4]). From the perspective of interpretationism, as long as a system behaves in a way that can be interpreted as rational by others, it can be regarded as an agent. Interpretationism focuses on organizational structures of collectives and believes that these structures guarantee the possibility of rational perspectives on collectives. On the other hand, functionalism believes that agency is embodied in the agent’s ability to perform actions that meet certain functional conditions, such as representation, motivation, and rational capacity. Analogously,
functionalism characterizes collective agency in terms of its action results and explains collective agency in terms of reliable aggregation of converging opinions of the members of a collective to ensure that a collective’s opinions are rational. In this paper, it is argued that these two different perspectives on realism of collective agency can be integrated into a relational account.

Various authors (cf. Baier [5]; Meijers [6]; Schmid [7]) have claimed that we need a relational or holistic explanation of collective intentionality. In line with their arguments, we will demonstrate that collective agency essentially is a combination of relational eventualities of a collective consisting of members of a collective, the targets of collective actions, structures and functions of a collective. Moreover, for each collective agent, these relational eventualities constitute a relational identity; not a physical existence, such as a table, but a non-physical existence such as friendship, policy or a nation-state. Basically, our claim is that this relational identity cannot be reduced to a simple aggregation of its members, plus the targets of collective actions, plus structures, plus functions.

Before starting the discussion, two premises need to be stated: 1. we only focus on collectives containing specific institutional structures or functions; in other words, a simple collection of individuals does not make a collective; 2. our discussion does not involve spontaneous behaviors, which, in our opinion, constitute an aspect of individual intentionality, which concerns the accessibility and interrelation of the mental and material worlds. However, in this paper, we focus on the issue of collective intentionality that is on the relation between individual minds and social phenomena.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we will review orthodox theories of collective intentionality and explain why they cannot avoid what is called the “circularity problem”. Furthermore, we will discuss why most philosophers are resistant to the existence of collectives in Section 3. Specifically, we will start with an objection to the basic argument of physicalistic individualism by showing that the very same argument does not exclude the existence of collective. In Section 4, we will return to the existing forms of realism with respect to collective agency and integrate them into a relational account. In Section 5, we will respond to the objection that the existence of collective agency will harm individual agency and discuss how collective agency affects individual actions practically in a relational view. A summary and possible future directions are included in the conclusion.

2. Irreducible Concepts of Collectives

As Petersson [9], Schmid and Schweikard [10] have pointed out, orthodox theories of Gilbert, Tuomela, Searle and Bratman are trapped in the circularity problem because they persist on individualism in varying degrees. At least two types of individualism need to be distinguished. Ontological individualism holds that a collective is nothing more than a complex of individuals and their actions. Methodological individualism insists that social phenomena can only be explained by showing how they arise from individual actions and the intentional states that underlie and motivate those actions.

Generally speaking, all these theories adhere to ontological individualism. Among these, Gilbert, Tuomela and Searle admit the existence of an irreducible concept of a collective in a methodological sense to some extent. In Gilbert, it is “joint commitment”; in Tuomela, it is “we-intention”.4 Searle further binds the concept of “we-intention” to individuals’ physical brains or even brains in vats, manifesting an apparent tendency of internalism. Bratman goes even further by insisting that we can explain collective intentionality without any irreducible concept of a collective; that is, any collective intentionality can be explained by its members’ individual intentionality and interdependent relationships. Using these characteristics, we will elucidate how they fall prey to the dilemma of circularity.

2.1. Ontological Individualism

Margaret Gilbert holds that activities of a collective require the collective to take on a “joint commitment”, which in her works means “a kind of commitment of the will. In this
case, the wills of two or more people create it, and two or more people are committed by it” ([13], p. 134). Such a joint commitment implies a normative relationship among members that each has an obligation to act accordingly and demands others’ conforming actions. She further defines “plural subject” as people “are jointly committed to doing something as a body” ([13], p. 145). Although Gilbert claims we need to transcend individualism (cf. [14]), she restricts the conceptual basis of “joint commitment” to include only conditional personal commitments (cf. [15]) and explicitly bases her analysis on “the concept of an individual person with his own goals, and so on, does not require for its analysis a concept of a collectivity” ([16], p. 435).

Among various criticisms of Gilbert’s theory, there is a particular criticism that claims that Gilbert faces the danger of circularity. It asks how a joint commitment to jointly perform an action can be formed without presupposing the concept of a joint action that is meant to be brought about by the plural subject; for, if we say individual agents A and B jointly commit to have a meeting, the concept of the joint action of their meeting is presupposed. It seems that joint commitment presupposes rather than explains the concept of a joint action it is intended to analyze. A possible reply could be that before A and B have the joint commitment and act as a body, each of them is already willing to do so. However, such a reply is not enough because such circularity reappears at the level of willingness. Nevertheless, her theory of creating joint commitments is a normative description rather than a conceptual analysis (cf. [9]). Thus, it would not be proper to criticize her theory with circularity problems.

Regarding Tuomela’s theory, it distinguishes the form of individual attitudes in “we-mode” versus “I-mode”, as “notions of having an attitude and acting as a group member versus as a private person” ([17], p. 46). Moreover, he defines “we-intention” as follows: an individual agent has the we-intention to do X if and only if they have a respective individual intention to do X and have certain beliefs about the actions and beliefs of other participants, and there is a mutual belief among the participants about this. “When there is shared we-intention in this sense we can speak of at least a weak joint intention, one in the I-mode. In the we-mode case we can say that the participant intends to participate in X at least in part because the group intends to perform X” ([18], pp. 41–42). Tuomela’s analysis of (we-mode) “we-intention” can be briefly characterized as follows: A member A of a group G has we-intention to do action X if and only if (1) A intends to do their part of X; (2) A believes that others in G will do their parts; (3) A believes that there is a mutual belief among the participating members of G; (4) (1) in part because of (2) and (3) ([18], pp. 42–43; [19], pp. 340–341).

Observe that although Tuomela clarifies that “my analysis is not meant to be reductive but is rather meant to elucidate the irreducible notion of we-intention in a functionally informative way” ([19], p. 358), he also explicitly mentions that “the present approach is ontologically individualistic in the sense that we-mode states and properties are attributed to individuals, severally or jointly, when they function as group members” ([20], p. 93). In other words, he believes that although we have a special kind of attitude—we-mode—and a special kind of intention—we-intention—this does not presuppose any existence of collective entities as its bearer.

Tuomela’s theory also faces a problem of circularity. By his analysis, if an agent A intends to do their part of X, and has we-intentions that satisfy the conditions (1)–(4) above, it still presupposes a concept of a collective that intended to be constituted by we-intention. So, “we-mode” and “we-intention” do not constitute the concept of a collective, but rather presuppose its existence. In ([19], pp. 355–361), he replies that his account does not contain any vicious circularity since the analysis means that a collective is consisted in, instead of constituted by, the participants’ having we-intention. However, this is not satisfactory since it is just a verbal way out; he still needs to explain what “consisted in” is.
2.2. Ontological Individualism with Internalism

Searle supports the idea of “we-intention” and rejects Tuomela’s analysis of it; he says, “this account is typical in that it attempts to reduce collective intentions to individual intentions plus beliefs. I, on the contrary, am proposing that no such reduction will work, that ‘we-intentions’ are primitive” ([21], p. 404). However, meanwhile Searle insists that “all intentionality, whether collective or individual, has to exist inside individuals’ head” ([22], p. 44). To Searle, the primitive, irreducible “we”-form is the core feature of cooperation, yet this concept of a collective can only exist in the participants’ heads and motivate their contributions. Although insisting on an irreducible concept of a collective, he claims that his theory adheres to methodological individualism (cf. [21]). In addition, the above conception of individuals as just brains has a strong flavor of internalism.

The combination of internalism and ontological individualism makes his theory more vulnerable to criticism. In addition to the circularity problem, Searle also has to accomplish a seemingly impossible thing: to explain collective actions, which are characterized as interpersonal, in an internalistic way. Moreover, it remains an open question how an irreducible, primitive “we”-form emerges in the individual brain.

2.3. Ontological Individualism with Methodological Individualism

Bratman executes a thorough reductionistic analysis in which a collective intention can ultimately be reduced to interrelated individual intentions (cf. [23]). He suggests that each participant agent can intend not only their respective contributions but also a joint activity \( J \) as such. His analysis runs as follows: “We intend to \( J \) if and only if 1. (a) I intend that we \( J \) and (b) you intend that we \( J \); 2. I intend that we \( J \) in accordance with and because of 1a, 1b, and meshing subplans of 1a and 1b; you intend that we \( J \) in accordance with and because of 1a, 1b, and meshing subplans of 1a and 1b. 3. 1 and 2 are common knowledge between us” ([24], p. 121). Although Bratman claims his theory can radically reduce collective intentionality to the individual level, many situations with a concept of a collective do not seem to yield to his reduction. In addition, the collective concept “we \( J \) ” is not fully reduced in his analysis: it reappears at the individual level.

The criticism of circularity is brought against Bratman’s work and takes the form of a question: how individuals can refer to joint activity in the absence of “jointness”? How can an agent assume that others will intend as they do without assuming there is a collective intention? It seems individual intentions, as he conceives of them, may not be a sound ground for shared intention but rather a superfluous expression of existing collective intentionality. Bratman replies that in order to achieve “jointness”, members’ intentions also need to satisfy the following conditions: “each is appropriately responsive to the other; each is set not to thwart the other and is at least minimally disposed to help the other if needed; there is (feasibility-based) persistence interdependence in relevant intention; there is, as a result of all this, rational pressure in the direction of social rationality; each expects all of this to issue in the joint action each intends; and all this is out in the open” ([25], p. 95). These conditions are, in his terminology, a form of interconnected functioning between the intentions and actions of the participants. However, again, this interconnected process of intention formation presupposes the concept of a collective it is meant to constitute.

2.4. The Gordian Knot

As mentioned above, centering on ‘joint activity’, ‘we-mode’, or ‘joint commitment’ while retaining the ‘I’-form of the constitute individual intentions will face the danger of circularity. However, this is not the crucial difficulty of individualism, in our opinion.

Humberstone [26] distinguishes analytical circularity from inferential circularity and claims that the latter is generally vicious, but the former is not. Suppose the general form of an account of a concept \( K \) runs as follows: the concept \( K \) applies if and only if certain conditions \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n \) are obtained. Such an account can be thought of as a putative analysis of \( K \). Viewed as such, an account is analytical circular if the concept \( K \) is employed in specifying the conditions \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n \). Alternatively, we can also think
of such an account from the perspective of the bi-directional claim “if and only if.” The direction of “only if” just provides necessary conditions for applying the concept \( K \). When it comes to the direction of “if”, the situation is different in a crucial sense. As Humberstone formulates it: “the kind of circularity pertinent here will not be like the circularity of a putative analysis or definition, but rather, like the circularity of an argument” ([26], p. 250). That conditions \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n \) obtain are premises of this argument, and that concept \( K \) applies is its conclusion. Thus “an account of the application some concept is inferentially circular when any argument or inference from premises claiming the various conditions provided by the account to obtain, to the conclusion that the concept applies, is itself circular in whatever sense an inference or argument can be circular” ([26], p. 250). A more usual way to explain the flaw of circularity is this: if a concept is being explained, the explanation should not be understood only by those already possessing the concept. In this sense, the analytical circularity is deficient in the fact that it impedes the transition from an understanding of the terminology in an account to an understanding of concepts. In contrast, the flaw of the inferential circularity is not only at the level of understanding but also at the level of knowledge: people cannot obtain any new knowledge from a definition that is inferentially circular.

Under such a distinction, Petersson [9] mentions that the above analyses of acting with collective intentions face analytical circularity. For example, if we say one of the necessary and sufficient conditions for “I push the car intentionally” to be true is that I know I push the car intentionally; that is the case of inferential circularity. Because if I know I push the car intentionally, I already push the car intentionally. Such an analysis may not contribute to our understanding of the term “intentional”. However, if we say one of the necessary and sufficient conditions of “we push the car collectively” to be true is that our pushing the car is explained by “joint commitment”, “we-intention” or “we-J” and further involves each individual’s intending on pushing the car collectively, although the concept analyzed is implicitly present in components of the analysis, we do obtain further knowledge compared to the single statement of “we push the car collectively.”

In line with Humberstone and Petersson’s arguments, we also think the so-called circularity problem these orthodox theories encounter is not severe, since they (at most) presuppose the existence of a concept of a collective instead of the actual existence of a collective. After all, concepts can exist without any assumption that there is something ontological that corresponds to them. Thus the object being explained is different from the one being assumed conceptually, and we do obtain new knowledge.

Furthermore, we believe that the true Gordian knot lies in the attempt to explain collective agency or intentionality solely in terms of individual agency or intentionality. In such an attempt, an irreducible concept of collective agency remains at the individual level, and then the question of where that concept comes from arises. If there is, in fact, no such thing, as ontological individualism claims, the concept of a collective that individuals have should be considered as nothing but an illusion. However, we still need to explain why that illusion exists. The crucial point is why this illusion of a collective plays an essential role in collective actions. The three available answers to the question of the essential role of the concept of a collective are non-satisfactory; they are (1) claim that they are mere illusions; (2) acknowledge that the concept of a collective that cannot be reduced; (3) reduce the concept of a collective to the individual level to dismiss it. The “non-satisfactory” here means that they may not contribute to our understanding of the essential role of the concept of a collective. If we admit that answer (1) is irrelevant to our understanding and that the reduction of approach (3) cannot be completed (as in Bratman’s theory, “we J” reappears at the individual level), only (2) is left to be elaborated. Suppose we put “Acknowledge the concept of a collective that cannot be reduced” as one of the necessary and sufficient conditions for, “The concept of a collective plays an essential role in collective actions”. Then it involves inferential circularity rather than merely analytical circularity. This is because, by referring to concepts with irreducibly collective content, we already presuppose that some kind of conception of collective action plays an essential role without
providing further analysis of it. In other words, we cannot obtain any new knowledge from answer (2). The whole individualistic explanation fails to provide an understanding of the concept of a collective and its source. This is the crucial challenge for individualistic accounts, especially for those that admit an irreducible concept of a collective. The relevant circularity is not an analytical one but an inferential one. To cut this Gordian knot, we need to explore its source related to our ontological assumptions, which will be discussed in the next section.

3. Why Can't We Speak of Collective Entities?

Before presenting our point of view in Section 4, we first address the question of why individualism has such a broad audience. Baier [5] points out that a Cartesian specter has haunted the field of collective agency for a long time and has led to the existing individualistic theories. Meijer [6] and Schmid [7] continue to develop this view and refute any individualistic tendencies in the discussion of collective agency. We believe that resisting this Cartesian influence will shed new light on our breaking away from the shackles of the physical bearer to make it possible to acknowledge the existence of collectives. We will illuminate this by reformulating the basic argument of physicalistic individualism and showing that it cannot exclude the existence of collectives.

3.1. The Basic Argument of Physicalistic Individualism

People always regard intentionality as a mental state possessed by an individual. Correspondingly, we intuitively find it is challenging to accept collective intentionality if this indicates a certain spiritual body of a collective: a Hegelian spirit of a collective possesses such collective intentionality, just as an individual possesses their own intentionality. The Cartesian specter plays a decisive role in this. In Meditations, Descartes’ argument of “Cogito ergo sum” constructs the concept of an independent individual mind, which is isolated from the social and natural world. In his narrative, intentionality is not a property of interpersonal and multi-subjective types of entities. As formulated by Schmid, this tradition brings about a kind of “formal individualism”, which restricts intentionality to an ‘I'-form and rejects any plural form of intentionality.

Bratman’s reductionist theory presents firm ontological individualism plus methodological individualism. Searle’s strategy of looking for brains in vats as bearers is obviously internalistic. Gilbert, Tuomela and even Sugden, Gold, etc., (in the economics tradition of team reasoning) adopt a modest approach: they accept concepts of collectives but still insist on ontological individualism. The key observation is that these accounts avoid attributing any concept of a collective (whether reducible or not) to a non-individual collective entity. The reason behind this is that all the authors accept that nothing at the collective level can serve as a vehicle for concepts of a collective. Per contrast, the individual in a physical sense is a perfect vehicle, so in addition to individual intentionality, they ascribe part or all of collective intentionality to the individual, or more directly, to the individual brain. Note that there is a strong physicalist or materialist streak behind each of these theories, even for those who take a modest approach; without loss of generality, we may name such a type of theory more properly as “physicalistic individualism”.

Both Cartesian internalism and contemporary physicalism lurk behind individualistic accounts. For narrative convenience, here we briefly reconstruct the basic argument of contemporary physicalistic individualism, which consists of an internalist argument of others’ having intentionality and a reinforced physicalistic condition. The former contains three premises (P1, P2, P3) and a conclusion (C1):

(P1) Internalism in principle: the justifications of our cognitive contents are independent of the outside world.

(P2) Self-awareness: everyone is familiar with themselves and can be aware of their physical body and their cognitive contents, and understand the correlations and differences between them.
(P3) Awareness of others: we can see and touch other people (in a physical sense), although we cannot see and touch cognitive contents of other people, we can be aware of such things. And we can also have the concept of similarity and difference with other humans.

(C1) With (P2) and (P3) as basic intuitive facts, each individual “I” knows themselves well and is aware of others. This “I” would see others as familiar kinds of stuff and attribute similar cognitive contents to them. According to (P1), “I” do not need any external source to justify knowledge (internalism). Therefore, every individual has the concept of other people having intentionality, independent from any actual connection with such intentionality.

Based on the facts of (P2) and (P3), Cartesian internalism acknowledges the awareness of others having intentionality.

The conclusion (C1) easily fits with physicalism and further strengthens it to a claim of physicalistic individualism. The reinforced physicalistic condition is as follows (P4):

(P4) Physicalistic function of brains: all intentionality requires a physical brain, and in the end is a physical existence.

(C2) With (C1) as the basic conclusion, according to (P4), such intentionality depends only on physical brains, which can only own by individuals. In other words, intentionality only exists on the individual level (me and other persons, even intelligent animals), which is a typical individualistic claim.

There are at least three aspects of this argument of physicalistic individualism that can be thought of differently. Of course, the first is directed at the condition (P1) and is adopted by the authors that oppose the Cartesian tradition mentioned at the beginning of this section. In this way of thinking, theories of collective agency do not succumb to those individualistic constraints and are not limited to dealing with the tension between irreducible concepts of collectives and ontological reductionism. It allows us to embrace a more general relational, holistic account that can explain collectives through primitive relational concepts. The second alternative view is connected with (P4) and argues that a system could have intentionality or agency without any physical bearers and that collective agency can exist in the sense of interpretationism or functionalism.\(^8\) We will come back to these accounts in detail in Section 4.

Nevertheless, we think these two alternative ways of thinking are not sufficient to turn our attention to the relational account because they are alternatives to, instead of refutations of, physicalistic individualism itself. Even if we claim that individualism will face intractable theoretical difficulties and appeal to relationalism or holism to explain collectiveness, individualists can still find a way to escape, such as relaxing restrictions of methodological individualism (as in the work of Gilbert and Tuomela) and claiming that the relational account is nothing but another narrative.

### 3.2. Objection to Familiarity

In our opinion, the real problem with physicalistic individualism is that the logical pattern behind it is invalid. That pattern is: (1) ‘I’ am familiar with myself as an agent; (2) as an agent “I” have intentionality; (3) in the same way as with myself, “I” am familiar with others as agents; (4) thus other agents also have intentionality; (5) and those agents that “I” am not familiar with do not have intentionality.

The problem here is that familiarity requires a premise that the objects being compared are of the same type. At first glance, it certainly seems that “I” and other people belong to the same type of human being. However, knowledge of these two is of different types. Our knowledge of ourselves is intuitively distinct from our knowledge of external objects.\(^9\) Instead of the actual existences of “I” and others, what the internalist agent compares are two different types of knowledge of those existences. Thus, if this distinction holds, the extension from first-person to third-person having intentionality is problematic;\(^10\) in other words, familiarity does not apply here.
In the argument of physicalistic individualism, the sentence in (C1) “This “I” would see others as familiar kinds of stuff and attribute similar cognitive contents to them” follows the logical pattern of familiarity. The result of mistakenly applying familiarity to two different types of knowledge is to accept a strict definition of an agent, i.e., all agents must have the exact attributes and organizational structures as the canonical agent such as myself, including necessary physical bearers. Hence, physical brains become a necessary condition for collective agency. Nevertheless, this is absurd. Our awareness of collectives and other people’s intentional states is of the same invisible and untouchable objects. Yet, just because “I” am familiar with a particular relationship between my physical brain and my cognitive contents, “I” takes for granted that the physical brains of others also have their cognitive contents. However, since a collective does not have a physical brain, although “I” can be aware of a so-called collective, “I” firmly believes it does not exist and cannot have intentionality because “I” am not familiar enough with it compared to a canonical agent like myself.

Based on the distinction of two types of knowledge, we do not need to stick to the definition of an agent in the strict sense. This means our understanding of an agent can be loosened to a level that an agent is only assumed to have sufficiently similar properties and functions as canonical agents; then, we do not need to seek any physical brains for collective agents.

Now the severe problem is that if we abandon the logical pattern of familiarity, we can declare collective existence through a similar argument without disposing of the premise of Cartesian internalism:

(P1) Internalism in principle: the justifications of our cognitive contents are independent of the outside world.

(P2) Self-awareness: everyone is familiar with themselves and can be aware of their physical body and their cognitive contents, and understand the correlation and difference between them.

(P3*) Awareness of collectives: although we cannot see collectives (physically), any person-in-society does perceive the existence of collectives, at least in the conceptual sense. Moreover, a person-in-society can be aware of a different kind of intentionality than that in a collective sense.\(^{11}\)

(C*) With (P2) and (P3*) as basic intuitive facts, each individual agent “I” knows myself well and is aware of collectives. Since the definition of an agent no longer requires physical grounds, “I” have no reason to reject the existence of collectives, at least in the conceptual sense. In this way, “I” will realize that such concepts arise from the manifestation of some counterpart of the physical world different from individuals, to which “I” would naturally attribute collective intentionality. According to (P1), justifications of my knowledge are independent of the outside. Therefore, collectives may exist and have their intentionality, and such intentionality depends on something different from individuals; in other words, intentionality can be realized at the level of a collective.

It is an apparent problem that internalism will make our cognition completely independent of any relation that refers to the external. In fact, concerning existence in the ontological sense, internalists cannot obtain any practical knowledge except of themselves. Therefore, the argument for others having intentionality also applies to a collective. In addition, physicalists think that they can find physical grounds for others’ intentionality. Although we cannot see or touch collectives and thus cannot find a solid counterpart of collective intentionality, by internalism, our awareness of the existence of concepts of collectives would suggest that we ascribe collective intentionality to the ontological source of such concepts. Suppose there is a so-called dependency between the cognitive contents and the physical body of each individual (and such dependency is essentially an assumption of analogy to myself and may not be confirmed at all). In that case, collective intentionality can also depend on the source of concepts of collectives instead of physical brains.
If the above argument is valid, we may conclude that physicalistic individualism does not bring any substantive constraint. With the premise of internalism and a correct understanding of familiarity, we can conclude that collective intentionality can be attributed to the non-individual source of irreducible concepts of collectives. And that conflicts with individualism. It needs to be pointed out that such an objection against familiarity does not necessarily lead to collective existence. Philosophers who are worried about the collective specter can rest assured. It can only adequately show the absurdity of physicalistic individualism. Adhering to it can neither solve the problem of circularity nor naturally explain collectiveness. This suggests that it may be worthwhile to investigate whether a non-individualistic, relational and holistic account that is more suitable for explaining social phenomena should be adopted. Under such a relational account, we believe that collective intentionality depends on the collection of all the relational eventualities that generate it.

4. The Relational Account of Collective Agency

Orthodox theories that adhere to individualism are based on an intuitive argument about intentionality: whether a subject has an intention is based on whether it has a mind. However, two heterodox theories that acknowledge the existence of collective agency and collective intentionality emerged: functionalism and interpretationism.

4.1. Functionalism and Interpretationism

The classic functionalist approach of agency believes that a system manifesting agency only requires its behaviors to instantiate the agential model, which is represented as its behaviors meeting some necessary functional conditions. According to contemporary functionalist theory, the mind is an entity that can operate through its functional organization. In a holistic view, each part of the entity is defined by its role in the entire system, and these roles can be multiply realized. Specifically, Pettit and List believe that a functionalist account of agency should abandon physical constraints: agents must be composed of certain material substance that is the same as that of canonical agents such as humans or animals. Additionally, they believe we should also abandon psychological mode constraints: the process by which the agent forms its inclination to act must be realized through a certain psychological model, such as consciousness. Moreover, a functionalist account should turn to the only condition of ratiocinative capacity: as long as the subject’s actions reflect its capacity of rationality, it can be identified as an agent. “The system has to be able to identify some of the demands imposed by the pattern as regulative or normative requirements, and to let the identification of those demands reinforce conformity and underpin the recognition of non-conformity as a failure” [32]. Therefore, their theory relaxes the restrictions on agency and maintains that as long as collective actions reflect the collective’s rational ability, the collective can have intentional states and agency. On this basis, their theory examines the issue of how to achieve rationality in collective decision making in voting and claims that if multiple decisions of a collective are logically consistent, they reflect rationality and, by their definition, can be treated as a collective agent (cf. Pettit [33]; List and Pettit [4]).

On the other side, interpretationism maintains that if we can interpret an agent, then the agent is intentional, and it asks: what assumptions do we need to explain agential behaviors? If we assume that certain premises and successfully explain agential behaviors in terms of them, then our assumptions about agents can be justified, thereby determining the nature of agents. The common assumption is that an agent should obey rational norms, i.e., is rational. Such an assumption is basic since we cannot understand and interpret any agent until we make it. Contemporary interpretationism follows a view called Neo-Lockeism: personhood means to keep a rational first-person point of view. They believe that this first-person perspective is not related to the unified consciousness that Locke originally insisted on, nor is it related to souls or brains, but is only a perspective that can be applied and understood by others. This rational perspective does not need to be
bound to any individual soul or animal (cf. Rovane [2]). Based on the assumption of a rational perspective, interpretationism attributes beliefs, desires, and intentions to agents according to their environment and functions and can further predict agents’ behaviors based on those attributed intentions. Furthermore, “these attributions are not made in isolation but holistically” [3]. Because there is no link between physical and spiritual aspect, contemporary interpretationism recognizes the existence of collective agency, in the sense of realizing the rational first-person point of view at the collective level. In its analysis of collective intentions, the structure of a collective is regarded as an essential component. “The structure of the organization provides a way of synthesizing the disparate perspectives of individuals into a unified perspective from which goals and subgoals can be set and achieved” [3]. Individuals can think and act intentionally in the sense of “collectively” by adopting the collective perspective. Interpretationism believes that a collective is rational, if and only if, it has a certain structure that enables it to achieve its goals effectively. When this hypothesis is established, interpretationism “attributes beliefs, intentions, and desires to organizations the same way we do to individuals” [3].

Interpretationism is a mild realism of agency. It uses a hypothesis-inference approach to judge what assumptions are necessary in a roundabout way. In interpretationism, we can directly describe the attribution of beliefs, desires, intentions to collective agents. On the other hand, functionalism is more a kind of behaviorist judgment about agency. It judges whether a collective has agency by determining whether its actions meet necessary functional conditions. Because functionalism relies only on observable actions, it can be well integrated with specific approaches in the social sciences such as game theory and social choice theory.

4.2. Turn to a Unified Account

In this section we propose a new perspective that starts from the observation that interpretationism and functionalism are different but compatible and can be integrated into a unified account. In our opinion, the most significant difference between them is in their research perspective. In addition to relaxing the physical and psychological constraints on agency, contemporary theories of interpretationism and functionalism loosen the constraints on agency from two aspects: interpretationism relaxes the constraints on the conditions that behaviors of a collective should satisfy; functionalism relaxes the constraints on the internal structure of a collective. If our understanding is correct, it is possible to integrate them into one unified account in which the essence of collective agency is directly revealed.

Our account is based on the observation that we all have no problem accepting and using concepts of collectives in our daily lives, for instance, companies, institutes, nations, states, etc., and also that we have the ability to attribute collective beliefs, desires, etc., to collective agents, as well as to predict and expect their behaviors. For example, “The soccer team has the determination to win”; “The Dutch government believes herd immunity is more effective in fighting COVID-19”; etc.

We want to argue that the ontological sources of these facts are relational eventualities. Regarding collective agency, functionalism and interpretationism deal with two aspects of the relations across a collective, namely the internal relations of a collective (collective structure, that is, the interaction between its members) and the external relations of a collective (collective function, that is, the interaction between the collective and the outside world).

We believe that a collective agent is essentially a collection of relational eventualities. Specifically, this collection of relational eventualities includes relata (members of a collective and the targets of collective behaviors) and relations (a collective’s internal structures and external functions). These relata and relations constitute a recognizable identity of a collective agent, which can then play a role in our decision-making. The irreducible collective intentionality is assigned to its members through internal relations, and an individual can choose to take part in the intentionality of different collectives depending on what net of relations they find themselves in. For example, an agent could be in multiple
collectives simultaneously, such as their company, family, fishing club, sports team, etc. Each collective assigns collective intentionality to its members through its unique structure, and the individual-in-relation has to consider these collective intentions because they are involved in these collective relations.

This is a purely relational explanation. On the one hand, we do not presuppose any existence beyond what is commonly acceptable for our analysis, i.e., only substances and relations, without any mysterious element, such as a spiritual body. On the other hand, we reject physicalistic individualism and regard the existence of collective agency as a recognizable collection of relational eventualities. This view is consistent with the argument of Schmid [35] and Schweikard and Schmid [10], “It is, rather, to treat collective intentionality as irreducible with respect to its content and mode, and relational with respect to the structures that ground individuals’ reference to plural contents and their self-conception as subject-in-relations” [10].

4.3. A Thorough Relational Account

Admittedly, some kinds of collective agents are not stable compared to individual agents, for example, a reading group. However, some kinds of collective agents look more stable than individual agents, for example, a university or a government. Either kind maintains its diachronic identity, the difference lies in the source of this maintenance. A collective with institutional structures or functions will not change by variation in members but only by variations in its structures or functions. We will not consider a basketball team a new team just because of its members’ changes. Nor will it be considered a new company just because the shareholders of a company are renewed. However, we will be intuitively aware of changes in collective identity due to changes in the internal and external relations of the collective. For instance, the internal structure has changed, such as the merger of a company with another one into a new enterprise, or the realization of the external functions can no longer meet the necessary conditions, for example, when it is revealed that the actual purpose of a so-called charity organization was to make a profit.

It seems that the relational patterns instead of the relata play a fundamental role in collective agency. The examples above show that a relata’s changing does not necessarily lead to a variation of our recognition of a collective, but a relation’s changing does the opposite. Can we speak of the relational pattern itself without relata? Of course! For instance, in modal logic, we can either use a concrete symbol $R_{ab}$ to express the relationship between states $a$ and $b$, or we can use formulas such as $T: \Box \phi \rightarrow \phi$, $4: \Box \phi \rightarrow \Box \Box \phi$, $5: \Diamond \phi \rightarrow \Box \Diamond \phi$ to express more abstract relational properties. Similarly, our cognition of collective agency is actually more direct to its abstract relational patterns, and those relata only enter into relational eventualities by being referred to such relations.

The relations in the collection of relational eventualities thus play a critical role in forming the fixed pattern of collective identity. Only when the pattern undergoes a fundamental transformation will we think that the collective has changed. It should be noticed that this does not mean we advocate a theory in which individual and collective agents are defined differently: a collective agent is determined by relations, whereas an individual agent is not. On the contrary, we hold that the concept of agency as such, not just that of collective agency, is essentially a collection of related eventualities that guarantee the realization of a diachronic rational perspective that can be applied and understood by others, and its actions satisfy necessary functional conditions. For an individual, this rational perspective is guaranteed by the stable and rational diachronic self-consciousness of the individual, while for a collective, this rational perspective is guaranteed by the relatively stable diachronic structure of the collective. Concerning functional conditions, we do not agree that the consistency of the system’s multiple decisions, as functionalism insists, is a necessary condition for the realization of rationality, but rather, more generally, that functional conditions merely ensure that actions embody the intentionality of the agent. In other words, even if multiple decisions of an agent are not consistent with each other,
as long as they are the result of the agent’s intentionality, we still consider them to satisfy the functional conditions of agency.

We can re-examine the relationship between intention and agency from a relational perspective. In philosophy of action, intentionality is crucial because it is necessary for an agent to carry out their actions. From a relational point of view, intentionality represents the necessary relations that constitute agency; intentions and intentional actions directly bear the accessibility between cognitive contents and the external world. Prima facia, agency seems to be a property of an individual, but in essence, it is a relational property determined by the individual’s various relational eventualities. The reason to say that agency is a relational property is that, in the broadest sense, agency expresses the ability to act as well as the capacity to manifest rationality, that presupposes and refers to the interactive relations between the agent and the external world (action), and indicates the nature of these relations to be manifested (rationality).

Thus, from a relational perspective, both individuals and collectives can be in relatively stable relational eventualities and thus can have the possibility to display agency. In terms of external functions, they have various interactions with the external world, and these interactions meet the same conditions, such as representation, motivation, rationality, etc. In terms of internal structures, individuals are fundamentally different from collectives. There are no inter-individual relations within individuals. Per contrast, a collective must have inter-individual relations as a collective structure to ensure its stability. On a relational view, these inter-individual relations are, from the perspective of an individual agent, between such an agent and the outside world since, for each individual, others categorically belong to the outside world too. However, from the perspective of collective agents, inter-individual relations constitute the stable internal relations of a collective. One may think of the internal relations of a collective as a subset of the union of various relations its members as individual agents are involved in. However, it should be noted that the properties of the same inter-individual relation from the individual perspective and from the collective perspective are different. The former is an accessible relation between cognitive content and the outside world, and the latter is part of the internal structure of a collective. Once collective intentionality has been formed, we can only regard the latter kind of inter-individual relations as part of internal structures, and not of relations of accessibility. This is the ontological reason at the micro-level why we have an irreducible concept of a collective in the context of collective intentionality. Moreover, besides those inter-individual relations that serve as the basic constitutive level of a collective’s identity, a collective also contains higher-order relations, which take these inter-individual relations as relata. From a holistic perspective, together with these higher-order relations, all internal relations of a collective form a relational system that manifests the collective’s identity. Thus, on such a holistic account, a collective identity grounded on its relational system cannot be adequately explained by its constituent parts. This is the ontological reason at the macro-level why we cannot reduce the concept of a collective. The question of how this collective structure comes into existence is beyond the scope of this paper. We assume that collectives by themselves have structures, and the discussion in this paper is within this boundary. Getting rid of this assumption will lead to more complex problems, a further relational account of agency left to future work.

Adopting a holistic perspective has some advantages: First, this is an entirely non-individualist account. We can fundamentally avoid the circularity problems faced by the orthodox theories and use the primitive concept of relation in explaining social phenomena. Second, holism can integrate interpretationism and functionalism into a unified theory and properly explain the irreducibility of the concept of a collective. Third, although this holistic theory recognizes a realism of collective agency, we have not introduced any Hegelian mysterious spiritual entities or any totalitarian specters that Popper has criticized. On the contrary, we only point out the individualist’s excessive ontological demands and reaffirm the importance of relations as bona fide, acceptable ontological entities. Moreover, since
we have stated that the collective discussed here is structural and does not involve any spontaneous behavior, our account has a solid and defensible basis.

In conclusion, we say a collective has agency if and only if it has a relatively stable relational pattern to realize its rationality. Such a relational pattern includes at least one of the following relations:

- (1) A stable interrelationship between its members that constitutes a stable structure;
- (2) A stable relationship between its members’ choices and the collective action that constitutes a stable procedure.

Any collective with agency that satisfies this condition will be counted as a collective agent. The relational pattern is critical because groups with no relatively stable relational pattern cannot manifest collective agency.

In the sense that the concept of a collective is presupposed in the conditions of an account, the relational account also involves analytical circularity. Nevertheless, the problem here is not severe because those relations in our conditions exist factually rather than conceptually, which means that the individual-to-collective transition that hampers individualist accounts presents no problem for ours. In the relational account, relations as sufficient and necessary conditions must exist in the ontological sense, which provides the source of the concept of a collective. Furthermore, by acknowledging the essential role of the relational pattern and its content, the relational account provides new knowledge about our understanding of collective agency, thus avoiding inferential circularity. The relational account combines interpretationism and functionalism and thus inherits their tradition of removing superfluous constraints on the concept of an agent and agency. In other words, in the relational account, as long as a group satisfies at least one type of the relatively stable relational pattern, we regard it as a collective agent possessing collective agency. This means that physicalism does not apply in the relational account. Furthermore, as mentioned above, acknowledging ontological relations leads the relational account away from individualism. Therefore, the problem of physicalistic individualism discussed in Section 3 is circumvented in the relational account.

5. Relations between Collective Agency and Individual Actions

There has always been a powerful objection to acknowledging the existence of collective agency: it is that collective agency will cause its members to lose their individual agency and become nothing but mechanical or instrumental units, which will constitute a major problem for rational theories that focus on individuals. However, this worry appears unfounded in a holistic account.

This objection reverses the order of one’s feasible strategies and one’s agency. In a holistic account, the agency of any system is manifested in its ability to evaluate, select and implement all its feasible strategies, and at the same time, reflect on its own rationality. This is not to say that an individual maintains their agency first, then participates in some collective agency and is restricted, i.e., collective agency rests on individual agency. This is the perspective that most analyses work from. Instead, in a relational network, individuals-in-relations show their agency by choosing between the optimal individual strategies and the optimal collective strategies. That is to say, not only does collective agency rest on individual agency, but individual agency also depends on its relation to relevant collective agency. There is a back and forth relationship between them, i.e., individual and collective agency are mutually dependent.

This does not mean that the choice of an individual agent can only be 0 or 1, i.e., to either manifest collective agency or their own agency. Note that in our definition of collective agency, a collective is a collection of relational eventualities. This introduces a temporal dimension. In a diachronic process, an individual agent can order the various relations they are involved in and gradually accomplish feasible strategies from different relations. For instance, someone finishes their work as a company’s employee, then accompanies their child as a parent, then has dinner with their friend as part of maintaining a friendship, and then may go out cycling for their own pleasure. A variety of collective
agencies emerges in the diachronic actions of an individual agent, and individual agency is not compromised. Nevertheless, at any given time, if an individual chooses to implement the collective’s optimal strategy, we believe that the collective achieves its agency. If an individual refuses to act in accordance with its status and functions in collective relations, we say the collective does not achieve its agency.

Another reason why the aforementioned objection is not valid is that participation in specific collective relations is always the result of an individual’s intentionality. In daily life, individuals may function in multiple collectives. Different social relations bring optimal strategies in different dimensions; however, all things the agent has done are based on their own intentionality. They could choose to engage or not. Individual agency is not static. An agent is constantly updating their preferences and re-evaluating the relations they are in, and in that way they manifest diachronic agency. This is similar to the view of Rovane [37], “the existence of any agent is always a product of effort and will, and is never a metaphysical given—which is just to say, there are no natural persons.” Our behaviors and choices regulate what kind of rational agent, what kind of person we really are.

The relational account also explains the phenomenon of sacrifice. If individual members only play an instrumental role in collective agency, then no one will be motivated to sacrifice individual gains. We would not say that those heroic figures who sacrifice for the collective benefit have no individual agency. On the contrary, this sacrifice manifests a kind of thinking that, after facing a variety of behavioral strategies and knowing all the consequences, the agent chooses to dedicate themselves to others in the collective. It is precisely because the individual agent evaluates all relevant relational eventualities and chooses to unify their own agency with their role in collective agency that other members feel respect for self-sacrifice and other forms of heroic behaviors.

On a relational account, the influence that collective agency will have on the behavior of its members is mainly divided into two aspects. On the one hand, members’ behaviors will be affected in accordance with the particular structure a collective may have. If the collective has a flat structure, that is, all members have equal status in the collective, then the realization of collective agency requires each member to evaluate and decide among the feasible strategies involved in collective relations and ensure that the optimal strategy of the collective is chosen and implemented. If the collective contains a particular hierarchical structure, the hierarchy is reflected in its members’ evaluations and decision-making. The subgroups that occupy the most central position should select strategies first regardless of other members, and then the next-level subgroups can choose based on the decision-making of the most central subgroup, and so on. In this sequential mode, the collective’s optimal strategy selection is realized at different levels. Although, of course, collective structures in real society are more complicated in detail, it appears that these are the two most straightforward and common structures: either each level achieves collective optimality equally (small work team), or the choices of subgroups in different levels depending on the higher level together achieve the optimal collective strategy (large company). Changes in collective structures will correspondingly affect the decision-making sequence of its members. On the other hand, collective functions also affect the targets of collective actions realized by its members-in-relation. If relations between collective members and behavioral targets change, it will change the criteria of agency for collective actions. For example, changes in the industry a company is engaged in, such as shifting from furniture to grocery supply, will directly affect the regular operation of the whole enterprise in the short term and the specific work of its employees. In summary, changes in structures or functions of a collective substantially affect its members’ actions.

6. Conclusions and Ideas for a Future Investigation

In this paper, we have reviewed several mainstream accounts of collective agency and collective intentionality and we have pointed out that they all manifest the tendency of physicalistic individualism resulting from long-term Cartesian influence. We have shown that the foundation of such physicalistic individualism is fragile and that theories
that subscribe to it cannot adequately explain the source of irreducible concepts of a collective. We then have developed a relational account, which regards the subject of collective intentionality as the relational identity composed of all the relative relational eventualities. An individual identifies and acts in a relational identity of a collective through their social relations, thus manifesting collective agency. Collective agency has both internal relations (collective structures) and external relations (collective functions). This confirms that interpretationism and functionalism about agency can be integrated into a relational, holistic account.

There is one kind of theorizing in the area of collective agency and collective intentionality that we have not said anything about in the paper so far, which is that of phenomenological interpretation. In addition, there is a trend that has gradually become notable, namely phenomenological interpretation. Starting from Husserl, many phenomenological interpretations of intentionality have been developed, and some of them have been integrated into contemporary accounts of collective intentionality. For example, Schmid [38] makes use of a phenomenological concept: pre-reflexive self-awareness can be applied to multi-agent situations. According to Schmid, an agent cannot engage in reflexive reflection without being aware of their own identity. Only based on pre-reflexive awareness can we consider our options for action and make decisions in our own situation without doubting our actions and ourselves. Therefore, when it applies to the collective level, collective agency will be considered as an adoption of pre-reflexive self-awareness of the collective identity. An investigation of the relation between this view and our relational account is, unfortunately, beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, there is a possible alternative explanation of collective agency: the individual agent themselves are already able to recognize others as agents before their own pre-reflexive awareness (see Wittgenstein [39], a view that, arguably, finds support in cognitive psychological and anthropological research, as again in Tomasello [30]). Comparing these two viewpoints and further developing the relational account seems a promising direction for further research.

As mentioned in the introduction, all the discussions in this paper are based on two assumptions: a collective has structural characteristics, and we do not discuss spontaneous behaviors. Our relational account is successful with regard to structural collectives. However, what if we broaden our horizons and discuss more situations, such as non-structural groups? For example, people who suddenly run together due to an alarm; who happen to pass by and offer assistance; and who walk together for no reason; etc. Various social phenomena need to be explained. For groups with opaque structures that do have constituted identities of collectives, it may be appropriate to talk about particular groups’ pre-structural or quasi-structural characteristics on a looser basis.

The relational, holistic account is still in its infancy, but its advantages are apparent enough. Physicalistic individualistic theories will be turned upside down from this perspective, forming a brand-new consistent interpretation of the three-body: individual–collective–society. As Karl Marx puts it, “but the human essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of the social relations” [40]. Combined with the relational account of collective agency, we will have a refreshed understanding of this sentence.
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Notes

1 Interpreting agency using the concept of intentionality is the mainstream tradition in philosophy of action since G. E. M. Anscombe and Donald Davidson.

2 The “rational” here indicates logical consistency of a collective’s decisions; that is, it is irrational for a collective agent to agree with A and B but to deny A ∧ B at the same time. More detail on interpretivism and functionalism can be found in Section 4.

3 Following Bach [8], we use the term ‘eventuality’ to refer neutrally to events and states. Note that the reference to events or states instead of facts emphasizes the importance of the temporal dimension as a constitutive element. As a set of relational eventualities, collective agents can originate, develop and vanish. In other words, collective agents are not constants but relatively stable states of relations.

4 It is generally accepted that Wilfrid Sellars’ thought of we-intention (cf. [11]) was the source of Tuomela’s original analysis of we-intention (cf. [12]).

5 “This is a we-mode personal intention essentially of the kind ‘I, as a group member, intend to participate’” ([18], p. 44).

6 For instance, the example of business school ([22], pp. 47–48).

7 For the purposes of this paper, we will simplify the Cartesian claim by focusing only on internalism and leave out solipsism, i.e., we will take the existence of other individuals for granted.

8 Broadly speaking, in contrast to physicalism and reductionism, emergentism recognizes the existence of collective agency and asserts that such an entity cannot be reduced to its members and their interactions. In this sense, interpretivism and functionalism can be regarded as specific ways of explaining emergentism by relaxing several restrictions on agency from their particular perspectives. However, in detail, their concerns are different from those of emergentism; they pay more attention to the way we interpret conceptual objects rather than whether they are reducible to other entities.

9 Here, we merely point out that there is an intuitive difference between knowledge of oneself and knowledge of the external world and that this difference affects the application of familiarity. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in what sense this distinction holds. For interested readers, see [27] for various accounts of the distinction between the two types of knowledge.

10 In order for internalism to not collapse into solipsism, it needs to satisfy two conditions: 1. the subject regards perceptual inputs as evidence; 2. the subject has the criteria to distinguish between knowledge of oneself and knowledge of others. Therefore, the distinction between the two types of knowledge is still meaningful in the context of internalism, which affects the application of familiarity.

11 Many experimental studies in cognitive science and anthropology confirm that infants about 12 to 15 months of age are capable of having collaborative engagements. They can exercise their individual intentionality and recognize the intentionality of others, and more importantly, they can realize the cooperative behavior and the role of others in collaborative engagements and can take in and complete the tasks of other roles. (See [28,29]; etc.) With the observations that gorillas cannot have collective intentionality and that autistic children cannot fully have collective intentionality, Tomasello [30] further suggests that the most important distinction between humans and other species is that we understand collective intentionality and can cooperate, rather than merely being rational and intentional.

12 A common example is pain. Functionalists may interpret pain as a physical injury, a belief in physical discomfort, a desire to express such discomfort, moaning, restlessness, etc., and assume that anything that satisfies these conditions is capable of being pain. However, in this account, it is not just humans or animals that have internal mental states that are capable of pain, but also those that meet these conditions, even silicon-based creatures, aliens, and other completely different types, can be capable of pain. This is the so-called multiple realization: “pain can be realized by different types of physical states in different kinds of creatures” [31].

13 The “pattern” refers to the agental pattern in functionalism, which is the basic condition for behaviors of a system as an agent needs to satisfy. “There are purposes and representations that it is independently plausible to ascribe to the system... and the behavior of the system generally promotes those purposes according to those representations” [32].

14 For example, there are three propositions (a), (b) and (c) with interrelations: the conjunction of (a) and (b) implies (c), namely “(a) Take preventive measures against COVID-19”, “(b) Fighting the epidemic should have the highest priority, whatever it takes”, and “(c) Accepting financial loss.” According to functionalism, a collective that manifests agency can not simultaneously adopt (a) and (b) but reject (c) because it will be logically inconsistent and indicates the collective cannot exercise its ratiocinative capacity.

15 Donald Davidson and Daniel Dennett are prominent in this tradition.

16 Although some authors advocate ontological reductionism about relations, most philosophers acknowledge relations as ontological commitments. For detail, see [34].
One of the anonymous reviewers pointed out to us that a combination of organizational structures and functional capacity has already been made in the area of complex adaptive systems. In addition to convergence of opinions, in evolutionary economic theory emergence of generic rule structures plays an essential role. As a result, collective agents have internal processes that allow them to manifest rationality, independent of being observed as doing so. Interested readers can further check [36].

Admittedly, our understanding of modal operators and principles depends on a previous understanding of the meta-language definitions in terms of explicit relations and relata. The point here is that even when all the relata have been abstracted, we can still directly talk about the relational properties without referring to any concrete relata. Similar things happen when we talk about the essence of a collective.

In some cases, these strategies are inconsistent, such as the prisoner’s dilemma.

Structures or functions of a collective guarantee minimum relational eventualities that constitute the relational identity of a collective.

The possibility of integrating our relationalist approach into the broader framework of critical realism, as suggested by one of the anonymous reviewers, is also a promising avenue to be explored.
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